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ABSTRACT

This article aimed to determine the application of learning-gradual based education through traditional games as a learning medium and to find out the strengths and weaknesses of implementing traditional games. This type of research is qualitative. The research subjects consisted of school principals, teachers, and students at MIS Miftahul Huda 2 Palangka Raya. Data collection techniques in this study used interview, observation, and documentation. The concept of education learning-gradual (LEGAL) combines the concept of learning gradually through traditional games as a medium of primary school learning in Miftahul Huda 2 Palangka Raya. In a traditional game, it has cultural worth and national character consists of mutual cooperation, cooperation, hard work, and democracy and can improve other aspects of child advancing, namely motoric, cognitive, emotional, language, social, spiritual, ecological as well as worth and moral aspects. The weakness is teachers struggle to divide the playgroup because students storm and run. It is hoped that teachers can implement traditional games as a learning medium, so that a nation's generation that loves local wisdom, culture, and morality is a relationship.
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INTRODUCTION

Today students have grown up in a different generation from previous parents. They believe that something has advanced from the learning method. As we know the Spanish Government funds several research projects (for example APRENDRA). The Spanish Education Act also considers the game as a basic requirement. Because of its motivational aspects, considered to be an ideal resource for use in schools to display the overall content of subject matter and considered to be able to enhance learning (Haywood et al., 2009; Hadar, 2009). The Spanish government understands the need to advance varied and fascinating games that provide many learning opportunities and introduce them to schools. This game is contemplated as a methodology for various models of education, which are practiced in formal and non-formal education (Furió et al., 2013).
In Indonesia the assumption of education as a means or instrument of transfer of the treasury of knowledge and transfer of values. The transfer of knowledge is related to various experiences (Ioannou-Georgiou, 2011; Marttila, 2017). For this reason, systematic and systemic efforts are needed to design learning that conceptually becomes a vehicle for education in the context of character building society. It is ironic that the educational output of this era actually changes the good worth that should be the goal of education, in reality, many are left behind. This can be seen in various examples of the character of the young generation today such as not caring (respect) towards others, not loving others, do not have an attitude of empathy for others, and are more likely to be selfish and individualistic. Many cases of student brawl, violence in schools committed by seniors, violence perpetrated by children against parents, and lack of concern for problems in their environment (Lestari, 2016; Karliani, 2014) Based on the current phenomenon, the younger generation should be introduced to educational games.

Traditional games are now becoming obsolete and not famous. Traditional games are the hallmark and distinctive of the Indonesian nation and have great potential to be used in learning in elementary schools (Černá & Svobodová, 2015; Pole, N., & Ablon, 2010). Traditional games born thousands of years ago are the result of the process of human culture that is still thick with the values of local wisdom. Although it is very old it turns out that traditional games have a role educational very effective for the learning process of individuals, especially children. Naturally, traditional games can stimulate various aspects of child development, namely: motor, cognitive, emotion, language, social, spiritual, ecological, and moral worth (Misbach, 2006; Rachael, 2000).

In the digital era that is increasingly advancing, it is when humans not only compete with humans but of course start to compete with technology, at that time also human resources have decreased (Flogie et al., 2020; Naisbitt, 2002). Humans as if spoiled by the increasingly sophisticated technology (Petrova, A., & Podzygun, 2018). With the advancement of increasingly sophisticated technology. Traditional games are now becoming obsolete and displaced by the presence of modern such as video games and virtual games other, online games that are so sophisticated that they can attract a wide audience to the game and encourage prolonged involvement (Cooper S., et al 2010; Chen,. et al 2010). Sophistication and fascinating facilities in modern games can hypnotize children. With this sophistication, but on the other hand, the game can dwarf the child’s potential to advance. Unwittingly, this can lead children to isolate themselves with their environment (Aarssen, L. W., & Crimi, 2018).

Previous research relevant to this research was conducted by (Lin & Cheng, 2010) entitled "Effects of the Gradual Release of Responsibility Model on Language Learning". This research was conducted by surveying eighty students who learned languages as their mother tongue. The results revealed that students made progress in writing summaries and had a positive attitude towards teaching. Lin & Cheng's research has similarities with this research that focuses on gradual learning. And the difference is Lin & Cheng's research that examines the gradual learning process in English while the research examines the gradual learning system through the traditional game of Mambe Tampun on Citizenship Education (PKn). Furthermore, research conducted by (Iswinarti, 2010) entitled "Therapeutic Values of Traditional Engklek Games For Elementary School Age Children". The results showed that therapeutic worth contained in the traditional Engklek game consists of: (1) Early detection worth, (2) worth for good physical development, (3) worth for good mental health. And the difference in this research is that Iswinarti researched the value
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... contained in the traditional game of crank. While the research is focused on the traditional game Mambe Tampun on the gradual Learning of citizenship education (PKn). According to (Furió et al., 2013) conducting a study entitled "Evaluation of Learning Outcomes Using an Educational iPhone Games vs. Traditional Games " the purpose of this study is to compare learning evaluations using traditional games with traditional games. Furio'S Research has in common with this study, which focuses on learning through games for the transmission of knowledge as part of multiculturalism, solidarity, and tolerance. And the difference is Furio's research that examines the learning process using educational games iPhone vs. traditional games While this research examines gradual learning using traditional games.

This research is essential to communicate and help the Government to solve the problems of the younger generation experiencing moral decadence that requires the support of character education integration in learning. Traditional games result from Indonesian culture which is still strong with local wisdom values and has an educational role that is very effective for the individual learning process, especially children. Describing How to implement learning-gradual based education through traditional games as learning in elementary school or to know the advantages and disadvantages of the application of traditional games Mambe Tampun which has the value of culture and character of the nation consists of mutual cooperation, hard work and democratic.

METHOD

This research is qualitative. This is based on the type of research data in the form of qualitative data. This research has research subjects namely the principal, teachers, and students of MIS Miftahul Huda-2 Palangka Raya. The research subject is the main source of research data, which has data on the variables studied (Lion, 2013; Moser & Kostijens, 2018). Data research is information about the application and advantages of gradual learning-based education through traditional Mambe Tampun as a learning medium in MIS Miftahul Huda-2 Palangka Raya. Sources of research data are grouped into two types, informants and documentation. The informants consisted of school principals, teachers who taught students, and MIS Miftahul Huda-2 Palangka Raya students who were playing. Documentation of the application of learning-gradual education through traditional games Mambe Tampun as learning media in MIS Miftahul Huda-2 Palangka Raya.

Data collection In this study uses interviews, observations, and documentation. The interviewees are principals, teachers who teach students, and students of MTS Miftahul Huda-2 Palangka Raya who play games. Interview techniques are used to explore data on the preparation of teaching materials, media, methods, and application of ethics and moral in the implementation of learning-gradual based education through traditional games Mambe Tampun, strengths and weaknesses learning-based education gradual through traditional games Mambe Tampun as a Learning media citizenship education (PKn) in MIS Miftahul Huda-2 Palangka Raya. The Interview was in-depth to the principal, a class IV Guardian teacher, and 12 class IV students MIS Miftahul Huda-2 city Palangka Raya. The observation was done on the form of readiness of teachers in the application of traditional games Mambe Tampun as a learning medium of PKn-grade IV in MIS Miftahul Huda-2 Palangka Raya and started by distributing brochures and pamphlets to class IV students at MIS Miftahul Huda-2 Palangka Raya. Documentation in the form of research reports on the daily journal of Learning students Traditional game implementation and the role of teachers in the
implementation of traditional games Mambe Tampun as a learning medium of PKn-class IV in MIS Miftahul Huda-2 Palangka Raya. The validity of the data in this study uses triangulation. According to (Moleong, 2007; Tuma, J. M., & Pratt, 2006) distinguish triangulation, such as source triangulation, investigators and triangulation techniques in this study are triangulation of sources and techniques (Simonson, 2016). Data analysis techniques are carried out in several stages; namely data reduction, data collection, display data, and conclusion drawing or verification.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Education is to increase personal potential, which is spiritual (thought, intention, taste, creativity, and conscience). Education is also the institution responsible for setting ideals (goals), content, systems, and educational organizations. This institution consists of families, schools, and communities (Ihsan, 2015; Farkas, 2015). According to Dewantara (2004), education is a demand in the lives of children (Dewantara, 2004; House at al., 2009). The point is that education leads all activities to build a civilized culture of human civilization so that students as humans and members of the community can achieve high safety of the glory of life (Cao et al., 2019). Thus concluded that education as a process of advancing individual aims to form attitudes and behaviors that are useful for the community (Katz, 2012; Mark, 2018). The process can be influenced by the environment which can later reach social skills and advance their personality.

Based on education Learning-Gradual (LEGAL)

Learning-Gradual is a combination of two words Learning and Gradual. Learning means learning, based on the Great Dictionary of Bahasa Indonesia (KBBI) (Poerwadarminta, 2003) The meaning of Gradual is the stage, gradually in learning it is effective to improve student learning outcomes (Lin & Cheng, 2010; Pithers & Soden, 2000). According to the authors, Learning-Gradual (LEGAL) means the stages that occur in learning. Thus Learning-Gradual can adapt to the whole science that is in the community (Amalberti, 2001; Chen et al., 2010; Ji, Y., 2019). It can be concluded that Learning-Gradual-based education is the process of advancing an individual to shape attitudes and behaviors that are useful to the community, influenced by stages in learning that can later be achieved with a particular purpose.

Traditional Games as a Form of National Relationship

Education has been known in the world with a variety of terms in America known as moral education, in England with value education and Indonesia by the name of moral education and moral worth of Pancasila (Ajat, S., 2011; Slamet, 2006). Education that produces character has long been echoed by the father of Indonesian education, Ki Hadjar Dewantara. Education without character will only produce humans without morals (Marttila, 2017; Farkas, 2015). Family and community have an important role in the advance of children's character. Traditional games have some worth of character education in them, although at present traditional games have less relevant perceptions with the demands of the times. This character education is very important to instill from an early age as a form of preservation of national culture and character building by the identity of the Indonesian people (Slamet, 2006).

According to Iswinarti (2010) said that the role of play in children has an impact on several areas of children's lives consists (1) Play has an important role in learning in this case, play can complement children's school activities, which can give children opportunities understand, absorb, and give meaning to what they learn informal education settings. Specifically playing becomes important helping children to obtain
not specific information but a general mindset in problem-solving; (2) Playing supports physical development and good mental health. Play facilitates children in physical activities, including activities for sports, which allows increased coordination and balance of the body, as well as advancing skills in children's growth (Pole, N., & Ablon, 2010). The contribution to mental health is to help children to build and advance resilience (resistance) to stresses in life; (3) Playing allows testing the child is facing challenges and dangers (Iswinarti, 2010; Pole, N., & Ablon, 2010).

Based on the description above, it can be understood that playing should have a positive impact on children. If explored more deeply it turns out the meaning behind the values of traditional games that contain moral worth messages with the content of local wisdom sublime, it is very unfortunate if the current generation does not recognize and appreciate the worth raised from the diversity of ethnic groups in Indonesia. Traditional games are very good at influencing their social interactions (Furió, 2013).

Central Kalimantan's traditional games consist of: Slashing, Choking, Bagasing, Stilts Racing, Shooting Tutus, Sebumbun, Sakei Uei, and Mambe Tampun (Direktorat Jenderal Kebudayaan Direktorat Sejarah dan Nilai Tradisional Proyek Pengkajian dan Pembinaan Nilai-Nilai Budaya, 1995). Traditional games will have a significantly better impact on the development of children's potential. The results of his research stated that traditional games can advance social skills that are job together, adjusting, interacting, controlling themselves, empathy, obeying, and respecting others. It also understands, permeates, gives meaning and mental health, and helps children to advance resilience or endurance.

Learning media as a component is vital in the learning process. This is one of the determinants of the success or failure of a grade or content delivered to students. The media is one component of communication that is as a messenger from the communicator to the communicant (Farkas, 2015). The media functions as a carrier of information from the source (teacher) to the recipient (students) so the learning process will run optimally if the media performs its function properly (Hadar, 2009). So, media has a very important role in learning.

The process of teaching and learning is necessary to use the concept of learning that is good, effective, and enjoyable to achieve learning objectives. The concept of learning based on learning-gradual is to create conditions for gradual teaching and learning in the form of effective and fun interactions between teachers and students based on the stages that occur in learning. Also, the learning objectives are quite broad in scope not only in the classroom but can also be done outside the classroom or schoolyard. Learning is done through games to make students understanding faster because of direct observation or practice of the theory obtained (Farkas, 2015; Garris, R., Ahlers, R., & Driskell, J. E., 2002). It's different compared to learning that only reads theory, not infrequently the complaints of students that we often hear. According to the interview, the author with Mrs. Nasiroh as the principal said: "Learning only read the theory, often we hear students complaints sometimes bored" (Nasiroh, interview 6 November 2019).

Based on the above opinion shows that learning only read the theory, it is not uncommon to hear students' complaints so it is important to learn to do direct observation or the practice of theories acquired. The concept of learning based on Gradual can be done anywhere both in the classroom and on the school environment. Components of Learning-Gradual consists of (1) Teachers and students, (2) Materials, (3) Teaching Materials, and (5) Learning Media. The social interaction model is a
learning model that emphasizes concepts Gradual.

Based on the Gestalt learning theory (field theory) in (Abdurrahman, 2015) this model says a harmonious relationship between individuals and the community of school residents (learning to live together). The application of this theory consists of (1) Experience (insight/insight), the ability of students to recognize the interrelation of elements in objects in the learning process. Teachers should advance student's ability to solve problems with insight; (2) Meaningful learning, the meaningfulness of the elements involved in an object will support the learning process. Content that students learn should have clear meanings for themselves and future lives; (3) Aimed behavior, directed behavior towards a goal. Learning on students will succeed because they know the objectives to be achieved (Ioannou-Georgiou, 2011) and (4) Principle of life space, student behavior related to the environment. The material presented has to do with the situation wherever students are.

Classification of learning approaches based on subjects and objects. The process learning-gradual uses a subject learning approach namely the teacher and the object means students. Theory constructivism is a view used in the learning process Gradual (Ji, et al., 2010). According to this understanding, learning is the result of students' construction as a result of interaction with the learning environment. The teacher is more like a facilitator in building children's knowledge. In student-centered learning, it places students as individuals who have the seeds of knowledge in themselves who need various activities to advance them into a meaningful understanding of things. Students have more responsibility to monitor their learning progress (Nunung, interview 6 November 2019).

Based learning by the author is first, the teacher before learning to look for references or guide books. Second, the teacher shows the game guide rules brochure or pamphlet and explains the game concept and material explanation. Third, students play traditional games directed by the teacher and added learning material to each game in the classroom and on the school grounds. Then finally the students are given questions to evaluate learning and conclude learning.

Steps to Implement Based Education Learning-Gradual through Traditional Games

Steps to implement based education Gradual Learning through traditional games as learning media for PKn Class IV MIS Miftahul Huda-2 Palangka Raya include: (1) Preparation of teaching materials, teaching materials can be adapted to the material to be taught in the game; (2) Learning Media, a means that serves to channel knowledge from the instructor to students. The media used are blackboards, printed books, notebooks, pencils or ballpoint pens, markers, erasers, and traditional playing instruments; (3) Learning methods, using classroom systems indoor and outdoor, providing educational games like traditional games. The classroom system indoor uses classrooms in the School. While classroom outdoor doing in the school environment, in environments outside of school or the socio-cultural environment; (4) Application of ethical and moral education. In addition to the knowledge taught, the application of ethics and morals is needed to minimize the future social storage; and (5) Evaluation in Learning-Gradual Learning places more emphasis on formative evaluation that is using a question and answer test, students will be trained to motivated and not be motivated by rote learning (Nunung, interview 6 November 2019).

Mambe Tampun as Learning Media in PKn Subjects Class IV MIS Miftahul Huda-2 Elementary School Palangkaraya

Mambe Tampun is a traditional game derived from the Dayak Maanyan Language of South Barito, Central Kalimantan Province consisting of two words
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namely Mambe and Tampun. Mambe means ghosts while Tampun means blind, so Mambe means a ghost is blind. The game can be done by men and women. Aged 7 to 12 years of elementary school age. This game is usually done by participants if more than two people, between 3 to 12 people. The application of the traditional game Mambe Tampun as learning media Citizenship Education (PKn) Class IV MIS Miftahul Huda-2 Palangka Raya.

Techniques of Application of Traditional Games Mambe Tampun

Techniques of Application of Traditional Games Mambe Tampun as learning media Citizenship Education (PKn), among others, (1) Game name is Mambe Tampun; (2) Participants: Around 3-12 people, some who act as Mambe Tampun, others who act as enemies; (3) Equipment used: Handkerchief for closing eyes; and (4) How to play: (a) Players make a circle with a diameter of 2 to 2.5, meters as a playing field, then all players and Mambe will enter the circle, and (b) The rule is that players who run are limited to a circle. It is in this circle that Mambe Tampun, who is blindfolded, looks for opponents who run around, Mambe Tampun who manages to catch his opponent must say what his name is.

The Moral Worth

The moral worth contained is (1) Democracy: Realized in the election that will be Mambe Tampun with a suit, (2) Hard Work: Perseverance of participants who act as Mambe Tampun is developed, and (3) Mutual cooperation: Cooperation the player to trick the Mambe Tampun so that his friend is not caught. Players are Mambe Tampun aware and aware of the worth applied through the practice of simulating learning methods that are centered on students and other changes in educational practice (Giannakos, 2013), using classroom systems indoor and outdoor, providing educational games is very students need to have a large impact on learning procedures (Giannakos, 2013; Garris et al., 2002) such as traditional games. Likewise, educational games involve students in the repeated assessment of feedback behavior (Garris et al., 2002). The game with the potential to advance skills in decision making, design, strategy, cooperation, and problem-solving (McFarlane et al., 2002).

Then the teacher explains the subject matter of PKn related to Democracy, Mutual Assistance, and Cooperation and then gives Evaluation in Learning to put more emphasis on formative evaluation that is using a question and answer test, students will be trained to think and not be motivated by rote learning. Students are happy and not bored with learning activities because of educational games (Azam, interview 7 November 2019). In the traditional game, it has cultural worth and national characters consist of mutual cooperation, cooperation, hard work, and democracy It is also a benchmark forming the character of a young generation who is ready to mentally in the face of the era of globalization or the era of gadgets that are dynamic in the modern era (Nunung, interview 6 November 2019).

Contributing factors are factors or causes of the occurrence of something supportive or justified, while the inhibitory factor is the cause of the failure to be desired (Flogie et al., 2020) consists of: The strengths of learning approaches are student-centered in this learning consisting of 1) inexpensive cost without the need for advanced tools, 2) can be done in the classroom or the schoolyard, 3) high learning interests in students, 4) students actively advance knowledge and skills learned, 5) Knowing the implications of the theory that has been taught, 6) Achieving student competencies and not just material, and 7) students are happy and not bored in learning activities because through educational games (Riski, interview 7 November 2019). The weakness of this learning approach is that teachers are still struggling to
divide the playgroup because students are noisy and running around here.

The findings in this study are the stages of learning through traditional games as a learning medium of PKn-class IV MIS Miftahul Huda-2 Palangka Raya consisting of (1) Preparation of teaching materials, it can be adjusted to the material to be taught in the game; (2) learning Media, Sarana that serves to distribute knowledge from teachers to students. The Media used are whiteboards, printed books, notebooks, pencils or ballpoints, markers, erasers, and traditional game tools; (3) learning Methods, using indoor and outdoor class systems, educational games such as traditional games; (4) the application of ethical and moral education. In addition to the knowledge taught, the ethical and moral application is indispensable to minimize the social storage that will occur later; and (5) evaluation in learning Learning-Gradual More emphasis on formative evaluation is using a test of questions and answers, learners will be trained to think and not be racing on memorization. The concept of the first lesson, the teacher before learning seeks reference or Handbook. Secondly, the teacher while showing brochures or Pamphlet rules of the game hints as well as describing game concepts and material explanations. Thirdly, the student plays traditional games with pleasure, teachers directing and add learning Materials of PKn-democracy, and team and cooperation on each game in the classroom as well as in the schoolyard. Then the last students were given questions for the evaluation of learning and concluding learning. The Moral value contained in the traditional game of Mambe Tampun consists of (1) Democracy: manifested in the election that will become "Mambe Tampun" with Suit, (2) hard work: The persistence of participants acting as "Mambe Tampun" was developed, and (3) and team: the cooperation of players to trick the Traditional game of Mambe Tampun as the local wisdom of the Indonesian nation has the value of culture and nation characters such as and team, cooperation, hard work and democratic. The students are happy and not bored in learning activities because through educational games.

This finding was in line with the findings of several previous studies for instance (Lin & Cheng, 2010), conducted by surveying eighty students who learned languages as their mother tongue. During the learning process, they go through several different stages: model instruction, guided instruction, collaboration with peers, and independent learning. The results revealed that students made progress in writing summaries and had a positive attitude towards teaching. It is fascinating to note that more students prefer practicing with peers for longer periods than with teachers. It implies that students feel more beneficial to a job with peers and have more control over their job than just contributing to the job of the teacher on the board. Lin & Cheng's research has similarities with this research that focuses on gradual learning. And the difference is Lin & Cheng’s research that examines the gradual learning process in English while the research examines the gradual learning system through the traditional game of Mambe Tampun on Citizenship Education (PKn). Furthermore, research conducted by (Iswinarti, 2010) showed that therapeutic worth contained in the traditional Engklek game consists of: (1) Early detection worth, (2) worth for good physical development, (3) worth for good mental health, (4) worth of problem-solving, and (5) Social worth. The similarity between this research and the Iswinarti research highlights the values contained in traditional games for children. And the difference in this research is that Iswinarti researched the value contained in the traditional game of crank. Traditional game was one of the cultures inherited of hereditary society which has great value to society (Suhono & Sari, 2017). While the research is focused on the
traditional game *Mambe Tampun* on the gradual Learning of citizenship education (PKn).

According to (Furió D., González-Gancedo, S., Juan, MC, Seguí, I., & Rando, N., 2013) conducting a study that compare learning evaluations using traditional games with traditional games. Although there are slight differences researchers believe that children achieve the same increase in knowledge using both iPhone games and traditional games. It can facilitate the versatility of the learning process and can be a useful tool in helping teachers learn with the training needs of students. Furio’S Research has in common with this study, which focuses on learning through games for the transmission of knowledge as part of multiculturalism, solidarity, and tolerance. And the difference is Furio's research that examines the learning process using educational games iPhone vs. traditional games While this research examines gradual learning using traditional games of *Mambe Tampun* as the local wisdom of the Indonesian nation has the value of culture and nation characters such as and team, cooperation, hard work and democratic. And then in line with the findings of Ajat’s research (Ajat, S., 2011) in the era of globalization, educational institutions not only create competent and quality humans according to technological advances but also education must make human beings with noble character. Ajat’s research has similarities with this research that focuses on character education is not only aimed at understanding but the stage of the application or implementation of ethical values and character. Deviation of Indonesian human morality needs to be anticipated with character education and it needs to be taught since childhood because humans are only smart without morals which will disturb society. And the differences in Ajat’s research on character education while this study simultaneously uses the traditional game of *mambe tampun*. According to (Misbach, 2006) Misbach’s research has similarities with this research that focuses on traditional games are also the culture of the Indonesian nation that fosters positive characters in children such as moral messages, shared values, responsibility, generosity, and obeying regulations. Traditional games do not mean leaving gadget games, but both work synergistically to create Indonesian people with character but also not behind the development of the world of technology and information. And what distinguishes this research is that Misbach examines the role of educational traditional games in contributing to the formation of national character and identity. While the research is focused on the traditional game *mambe tampun* Citizenship Education (PKn). According to (Slamet, 2006) Slamet’s research has similarities with this research that focuses on the importance of implementing an education system that can answer the challenges of the times (knowledge and skills) as well as strengthen the nation's character (attitude) because human development with the moral character of Pancasila is a long-term investment that is the main key to the progress of a nation and its sovereignty. In utilizing the demographic bonus properly, qualified leadership is needed along with the visionary breakthroughs needed by the government to improve the quality of Indonesian people as a whole. Therefore, Indonesia will be able to compete fairly with other countries. And what distinguishes this research is Slamet's research on the philosophy and ideology of Pancasila. While the research is focused on the traditional game *mambe tampun* in Citizenship Education (PKn).And then in line with the findings of (Ihsan, 2015) Ihsan’s research has similarities with this research that focuses on education is a means that can be used as the development of social capital which means human resources who have honesty, trust, willingness, and ability to cooperate, coordinate and have the habit of contributing to the development of community character. Along with the development
of the era of education, it has opened up people's mindset for a better life and the Indonesian nation. And the difference this research is that the research is only related to the basis and essence of education. While the research is focused on traditional games and learning. According to (Černá & Svobodová, 2015) real evidence that currently, children are more enthusiastic about technology-based digital games. Digital games such as video games and online games are mostly played statically by children playing in a passive state. They sit and stay still, only their fingers work. Therefore, children do not care about their environment which affects children’s social interactions, as a result, children become shy, lonely, and individualistic. And it has a difference with Černá & Svobodová's research that digital games such as video games and online games are played more statically regardless of the environment that affects children’s social interactions, whereas this study is a traditional game for the development of the quality of children’s moral character referring to actions and behavior. This research has implications for the form of reference to the stage of learning communication to the students. The moral education in Indonesia in the future will have many challenges, so it takes a method of learning to the students integrated with the value of the nation's character in traditional games.

CONCLUSIONS

The concept of based education Learning-Gradual combines the concept of learning gradually and environmentally based on traditional games. The concept of this based education is not only in the classroom but also in the scope of society and the natural environment. The traditional game of Mambe Tampun from the Dayak language of Maanyan Barito Selatan, Central Kalimantan Province can be used as a PKn learning media with democratic values, mutual cooperation, and hard work. With traditional games, it does not necessarily mean leaving digital games, and vice versa. So both must synergize to realize the character of the younger generation that is in line with national identity but also not left behind to find out the various positive benefits of technological and information development. Students are happy and not bored with learning activities because of educational games. In the traditional game, it has cultural values and national characters such as mutual cooperation, cooperation, hard work, and democracy and can improve the social, value, and moral aspects. It is hoped that teachers can implement traditional games as a medium of learning in schools by involving school members, parents, and the community, to create a generation of people who love local wisdom, culture, and morality.
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